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1. Introduction

Understanding tokamak scrape-off layer (SOL) dynamics is 
an important scienti!c challenge to address as we approach 
the era of burning plasma experiments. The SOL plays a cru-
cial role in tokamak discharges, for instance, by controlling 
the impurity in"ux into the core plasma, the recycling level, 
and the heat exhaust. The SOL width, in particular, determines 
the power deposition onto plasma facing components.

The relatively low SOL temperatures !100# eV, and its 
proximity to the vacuum vessel allow very good diagnostic 
access, for instance, for Langmuir probes and for gas-puff 
imaging (GPI) systems. Experimental measurements in many 
tokamaks have shown that the SOL dynamics are character-
ized by strongly non-linear behavior [1]. Fluctuations have 
a very large relative amplitude, !n/n# "# 1, and their radial 

and poloidal wavelengths are of the same order as the radial 
extension of the SOL (we denote the "uctuating component as 
!n/n#=#(n#$##n$t)/#n$t, with #$t indicating a time average). The 
turbulent correlation times, of a few tens of microseconds, are 
also comparable with the parallel transit time#"#R/cs, that is, the 
plasma permanence time in the SOL (R is the tokamak major 
radius and = +c T T m( ) /s e i i  is the sound speed). Finally, it 
is believed that a large fraction of the radial transport is due to 
non-linear intermittent transport events denominated as blobs 
[2]. As a result, SOL turbulence must be approached through a 
global and "ux driven description, resolving both micro (up to 
"s) and macroscopic (Lp) length scales, and without formally 
separating "uctuations from background pro!les.

In the past decade, computational advances have increased 
our understanding of SOL dynamics and helped interpret 
experimental results. The "uctuation levels and intermittency 
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found in the tokamak SOL were handily described by 2D 
"ux-driven turbulence codes such as TOKAM2D, ESEL, and 
SOLT [3–6]. These codes included the physics of blob !la-
ments and of curvature driven modes in the absence of parallel 
dynamics. Newer, 3D models also included some potentially 
important effects, such as drift-wave turbulence and magnetic 
"uctuations. Advanced, electromagnetic !f gyro"uid models, 
such as GEMR [7], were also used to describe global SOL 
dynamics [8, 9].

The increase of computational power in recent years has 
allowed 3D global, "ux-driven simulations of the tokamak 
SOL using GBS [10], a numerical implementation of the two 
"uid drift-reduced Braginskii model [11]. In effect, the satura-
tion mechanism and the non-linear turbulent regimes in lim-
iter con!guration were identi!ed [12, 13]. The size scaling 
of the SOL width for inner-wall limited plasmas was found 
analytically and its scaling was con!rmed using simulations 
that varied the normalized plasma size [14]. This effort has 
resulted in a quantitative comparison between a simple ana-
lytical scaling and the pressure decay length measured with 
Langmuir probes in several tokamaks [15].

Following this theory-experiment comparison between the 
pressure decay lengths, the goal of the present work is to carry 
out a quantitative comparison between GPI measurements 
of SOL turbulent dynamics, performed in Alcator C-Mod [9, 
16], and "ux-driven turbulence simulations carried out with 
GBS. The comparison includes a set of 21 inner-wall limited 
discharges with B#=#2.7#T and B#=#3.8#T, which are within the 
reach of present computational capabilities of GBS. In order 
to facilitate the comparison, a simple synthetic diagnostic for 
D# emission was applied to the GBS data. The root-mean-
square "uctuation levels, intermittency, correlation lengths, 
the auto-correlation time, turbulent propagation velocities, 
and frequency and wave number spectral powers were all 
compared against GPI measurements.

As opposed to a previous paper involving the same dis-
charges [9], where the turbulence was calculated using !xed 
pro!les taken from the experiment, here we aim to also pro-
duce reasonable time averaged pro!les—which in turn drive 
the turbulence. The only ‘adjustable parameters’ in the simu-
lations are source terms, which are adjusted to match the ref-
erence temperature and density at the last closed "ux ser!ce 
(LCFS) obtained from the experiment. The pro!le gradients 
are a self-consistent result of the simulated SOL dynamics. 
For this reason, the present comparison is a both a stringent 
and challenging test. GBS must !rst, through the interaction 
of turbulent and background length scales, produce reason-
able time averaged pro!les, which then must give rise to tur-
bulent modes comparable to those observed in the experiment. 
Remarkably, the simulations results yield very good agree-
ment with the GPI measurements.

This paper is organized as follows. First, in section#2, we 
describe the experimental data set used for the comparison. 
Section#3 gives an introduction to computational model and 
setup used to simulate the Alcator C-Mod SOL. In section#4 
we compare the results of the simulations against the GPI 
measurements. Some !nal remarks summarizing the main 
results of the comparison are found in section#5.

2. Alcator C-Mod discharge parameters and 
diagnostics

The present comparison involves inner-wall limited, near cir-
cular ($#=#1.2), deuterium Ohmic plasmas carried out in Alcator 
C-Mod and described in [9]. For completeness, we brie"y 
recall the main properties of the discharges used. The experi-
mental set-up of Alcator C-Mod at the time the discharges 
took place is described in [16]. The experiments consisted in 
a series of discharges at low and intermediate magnetic !eld 
(B#=#2.7#T, and 3.8#T) with qa#%#3. A density scan was carried 
out at each value of the magnetic !eld, although the line aver-
aged density #ne$ stayed well below the Greenwald density 
limit. The relative simplicity of the geometry of these plasmas 
combined with the GPI and probe diagnostics makes them 
ideal for a comparison with a code such as GBS.

The diagnostics used to study SOL turbulence and pro-
!les were the Alcator C-Mod reciprocating Langmuir probe 
and the gas puff imaging (GPI) system [17]. Measurements 
of the plasma pro!les, as well as turbulent quantities such as 
"uctuation amplitude and turbulent velocities were carried 
out around the low-!eld-side mid plane region of C-Mod. In 
order to improve diagnostic access to the SOL, the plasmas 
were shaped to maximize the outer mid plane gap. The posi-
tion of the LCFS, obtained from equilibrium reconstruction, 
was R#%#86.7#cm while the wall was at R#=#90.5#cm, which 
gives a gap of#"4#cm. Plasma conditions were constant for 
roughly between t#=#0.7–1.3#s, with the time of interest for 
the comparisons being t#%#1#s, which is near the peak of the 
GPI diagnostic gas puff. The line averaged density increased 
by 5–30% with the gas puff—however, no signi!cant change 
in the turbulent quantities was observed over the length of the 
GPI measurements.

SOL turbulent quantities were evaluated using "uctuations 
in D# light emitted by a neutral deuterium gas puff near the 
LFS mid plane. The detection system used for these discharges 
consists of a series of discrete fast photodiodes coupled to 
!ber views that are arranged into a vertical array and a hori-
zontal array at about R#=#89#cm. Each detector has a viewing 
diameter of 3#mm. The signals were digitized at 1#MHz and 
had an effective bandwidth of 0.4#MHz. The positions of the 
views with respect to the LCFS are obtained from equilib-
rium reconstruction. DEGAS-2 calculations including neutral 
transport and atomic physics processes were carried out in 
order to aid the interpretation of the GPI measurements [18]. 
DEGAS-2 estimated the toroidal extent of the D# emission to 
be roughly 6#cm, which together with a 8° angle between the 
GPI viewing chords and the magnetic !eld lines gives some 
additional smoothing (" 8#mm in the poloidal direction).

In the present study we consider several discharges with 
B#=#2.7#T and B#=#3.8#T at different density. It has been veri-
!ed that the discharges selected are not affected by MARFEs, 
which would affect the SOL dynamics. To facilitate the com-
parison and reduce the number of simulations to carry out, we 
group the B#=#2.7 and B#=#3.8#T discharges into ‘low density’ 
and ‘high density’ scenarios (table 1). For the low B data set, 
in particular, several discharges exist and small variations of 
the plasma position allow, in effect, to obtain radial pro!les 
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of the quantities measured using the radial array sensor. The 
poloidal correlation lengths and velocity, on the other hand, 
are only known at the location of the vertical GPI sensor array.

3. Simulation model and setup

The drift-reduced Braginskii equations#used in the C-Mod 
simulations are presented in detail in [10, 11]. They 
are derived starting from the Braginskii two "uid equa-
tions#[19] by imposing the orderings d/dt#%#%ci, k&#'# k(. 
We have employed an electrostatic model, since &e#"#10$5 
and we expect ##=#q2 &eR/Lp#%# 1 for these simulations. A 
model with constant ion temperature is used. Finite ion tem-
perature effects are considered in [20], the principal result 
being that curvature driven modes (i.e. resistive ballooning 
modes) are slightly enhanced with respect to the cold ion 
model. The drift-reduced equations, in normalized units, 
read as follows:
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where ! "= !"
2  is the vorticity and equation# (2) has 

been simpli!ed using the Boussinesq approximation 
! !!· ! " !# #nd nd( )t t

2 . The parallel current is given by 
j(#=#n(v(i#$#v(e).

The following normalizations are used in the drift-reduced 
equations: = !t t R c/ ( / )s , !! = !"# #s , ! = !"R , = !v v c/ s,  

= !
B B B/ , = !n n n/ , = !

T T T/e e e, and ! != !
e T/ e. Here, the 

tildes denote quantities in MKS physical units, and the bars 
denote reference quantities de!ned in terms of reference 
values (e.g. != +c T m(1 ) /s e i , with ! = T T/ )i e . The ion 
temperature enters only through the reference value of the 
sound speed. The reference density n and temperature Te and 
Ti are taken at the LCFS, while R  and B  are de!ned at the 
magnetic axis. All variables are expressed in their dimension-
less form unless speci!ed otherwise.

The dimensionless parameters used are as follows: the adi-
mensional Spitzer resistivity is ! "= ( )e nR m c/ i s

2 , with '( 
begin the standard Spitzer conductivity de!ned at the LCFS 
using the reference n and Te; the plasma size is given by the 
inverse of ! ! "= = +! R T m eBR m/ (1 ) / / ( / )s e i i , and the 
poloidal length of the system is ! "=L a2 /y s, a is the minor 
radius.

Plasma out"ow from the closed "ux surface region is mim-
icked using density and temperature sources, respectively, Sn 
and STe. The Ge and Gi terms represent the gyroviscous part of 
the pressure tensor (see [10]). Small perpendicular diffusion 
terms of the form !"D ff

2  are added to avoid the pile-up of 
aliased modes at the Nyquist resolution of the numerical grid. 
The numerical value of the diffusion coef!cients is Df# =# 2. 
We have veri!ed, a posteriori, that these terms drive less than 
1% of the total radial "ux in the non-linear stage. In addi-
tion, [f, g]#=#B·() f# & ) g)/B is the Poisson bracket, while 
^ = ! " ·!C f B B fB( ) ( / 2) [ ( / ) ]2  is the curvature operator.

We consider a SOL model in circular geometry with a 
toroidal limiter set at the high-!eld side equatorial mid plane. 
The coordinate system used is ((, r, )), right-handed—
r is the radial coordinate, with r# =# 0 set at the last closed 
"ux-surface, ( is the poloidal angle, and ) is the toroidal 
angle. Under these assumptions, the curvature operator 
reduces to ! ! ! != ! + + !!C f f s fˆ ( ) ( sin ) ( cos ˆ sin )r  and 
the Poisson bracket is de!ned as [f, g]#=#a$1('(f'rg#$'rf'(g) 
^ = + !s a r q q( ( ) /  is the magnetic shear).

The plasma interfaces with the vacuum vessel through a 
magnetized pre-sheath where the "uid drift approximation 
breaks down, as ions and electrons are accelerated by a strong 
electric !eld. The validity of the drift-reduced model, there-
fore, formally extends until the magnetic pre-sheath entrance, 
where we apply a set of generalized Bohm–Chodura boundary 
conditions developed from a kinetic model [21]

Since in a previous paper [9] a similar comparison between 
Alcator C-Mod data and non-linear turbulence simulations 
was carried out using the GEMR code [22, 23], it is worth 
describing some of the differences between the GEMR and 
GBS approaches. The goal of the previous study [9] (using 
GEMR) was to address the properties of C-Mod SOL turbu-
lence within a small region of the C-Mod SOL for a given set 
of static parameters (i.e. pressure gradient length, collision-
ality, plasma &, etc). GEMR is an electromagnetic gyro"uid 

Table 1. Alcator C-Mod parameters used to initialize the GBS 
simulations.

B0 [T] n [1019#m$3] Te [eV] * !!
"1 Ly

2.7 1.66 (low) 21.1 0.0125 1572 3184
2.7 3.73 (high) 29.4 0.0146 1333 2700
3.8 4.75 (low) 36.8 0.0119 1678 3399
3.8 6.67 (high) 26.6 0.0318 1971 3991
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code, which is valid at arbitrary collisionality, with radially 
varying pro!les in a global domain. The equations# used by 
GEMR are derived by taking "uid moments of the !f gyro-
kinetic equations, which results in a self-consistent model. 
According to the gyrokinetic ordering, use of !f gyrokinetics 
(and derived models) requires small amplitude "uctuations. 
The simulations presented in [9] used Bohm sheath boundary 
conditions as implemented in [8]. Both GEMR and GBS 
neglect compressional Alfvén dynamics and trapped particles.

GBS, on the other hand, is a global and "ux-driven code 
based on the drift-reduced Braginskii equations# [11], which 
are valid only at high collisionality where the distribution 
function stays close to Maxwellian. There are several differ-
ences between the two approaches. In GBS simulations, the 
plasma pro!les are built during the simulation through the 
use of particle and heat sources, which mimic the plasma out-
"ow from the closed !eld line region. Rather than assuming 
a background scale length, the temperature and density pro-
!les are evolved self-consistently with the evolution of tur-
bulent eddies. In fact, the time averaged SOL width in GBS 
results from a power balance between particle and heat injec-
tion, turbulent transport, and parallel losses at the limiters. 
Plasma out"ow into a toroidal limiter, which is placed on the 
high-!eld-side for this work, is modeled using !rst-principles 
sheath boundary conditions [21]. Thus, with GBS we con-
centrate on describing a turbulent plasma without placing 
any assumptions on the amplitude of the modes or the length 
scales involved.

It is worth mentioning that existing simulations using 
the two approaches yield some similar insights on SOL 
dynamics. Electromagnetic GBS simulations typically 
report resistive ballooning mode turbulence during the 
non-linear quasi-steady-state, with electromagnetic effects 
not playing a major role even at realistic parameters and 
machine size [14, 24]. The saturation level and time aver-
aged pro!les are well described by the gradient removal 
model [12]. Similarly, Ribeiro and Scott [8] carried out SOL 
turbulence simulations with a toroidal limiter, !nding the 
prevalence of ballooning-like turbulence over drift-waves. 
They also proposed the pressure non-linearity as a satura-
tion mechanism.

However, since GBS is a "ux driven code, the back-
ground quantities adjust themselves with the turbulent "uxes, 
resulting in self-consistent pro!les. This has allowed a quan-
titative veri!cation of the saturation mechanism [14], and 
the development of an analytical scaling for the SOL width, 
which has compared positively with experimental data [15].  
A mismatch between the measured Alcator C-Mod SOL width 
and the results of our analytical scaling has prompted this 
detailed comparison between simulations and experiments, 
that we present below.

4. GBS modeling of the C-Mod SOL and  
comparison with experiment

Four simulations of C-Mod SOL dynamics were carried out 
using the physical and dimensionless parameters given in 
table#1. We assume =R 0.67#m, =a 0.216#m, q#=#2.7, ̂ =s 1.3

, $#=#1, mi#=#2 mp, mi/me#=#1600, and +#=#2 at the LCFS. (Note 
that + is involved only in the de!nition of "s in these simula-
tions, since there are no Ti "uctuations.) The factor +#=#2 is 
obtained from typical charge exchange recombination spec-
troscopy (CXRS) measurements of the Alcator C-Mod edge 
[25]. The source terms Sn#%#1.5–1.8 and !S 1.5Te –1.6 were 
adjusted to obtain a good match between temperature and 
density at the LCFS of the simulations and the reference n 
and Te, which were obtained from Langmuir probe measure-
ments. The volume integral of the Te source yields roughly 
1#MW, which is consistent with the C-Mod SOL power in 
the 3.8#T cases and about twice that found experimentally 
in the 2.8#T cases. As the sources were adjusted to match 
n and Te, the plasma pro!les appear to be rather insensitive 
to the injected power, and the statistical moments were not 
affected.

The GBS simulations evolve a 3D volume within a com-
putational grid of size (n(, nr, n))#=#(1384, 128, 256). These 
dimensions allow a resolution of 128 toroidal modes with 
k(,max"s#%#1–1.3#"#3#mm$1. The radial domain of the simula-
tion is 100"s, with the sources centered at r0#=#20"s and an 
additional buffer region used in the last 10"s. Altogether, the 
usable radial extent is 70"s, which gives a 2–3#cm SOL length 
depending on the simulated case.

The radial boundary conditions used are Neumann for 
n, %, v*i, v*e, and Te, while the electrostatic potential has 
a boundary condition 'r,# =# 0 at the inner boundary and 
,#=#3#Te$t at the outer boundary. The meaningful physical 
inner boundary of the simulation is in fact the location of 
the source, r0, where the time averaged temperature and den-
sity are #Te$t#%#1 and #n$t#%#1. We interpret r0 in our simula-
tions as being the LCFS. Near the source injection point the 
potential satis!es #,$t#%#3#Te$t and #'r,$t#=#0 through cou-
pling with the temperature pro!le [26] (i.e. the temperature 
peaks at the source, giving #Er$t# %# 0). This computational 
setup is compatible with Langmuir probe measurements of 
the SOL pro!les across the LCFS, while at the same time it 
does not constrain the amplitude of the "uctuations or the 
instantaneous value of Er.

4.1. Time averaged pro!les

GBS simulations yield a reasonably good match to the C-Mod 
pro!les as measured using the reciprocating Langmuir 
probe. Both simulation and experiment show a relatively 
"at far SOL and a steeper near SOL. We have !t the GBS 
pro!les using a function of the form p#=#c1exp($(r#$#r0)/Lp

,1)#+#c2exp($(r#$#r0)/Lp,2), which gives !! !L 15 6p s,1 #mm 
and !! !L 70 2p s,1 # cm. It is still possible to !t the GBS 
pro!les using one single scale length, although the agree-
ment between GBS and the !t decreases signi!cantly. The 
other simulated cases yield similar pro!les. It appears that 
pro!le formation involves physical processes not included 
in our analytical scaling [15]. The analysis of the back-
ground pro!les will be addressed in the future using the 
so-called ‘mirror’ Langmuir probe [27], which has the 
accuracy needed to unequivocally resolve the separate SOL  
scale lengths.
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4.2. Evaluation of !D#/D# and effects of smoothing

In order to compare the GBS results against GPI measure-
ments, the GBS density and temperature is used to calcu-
late the perturbations in D# light emission. This is achieved 
through a local parametrization of the emissivity using 

!!
! "D n Te , with the exponents #(n, Te) and &(n, Te) com-

puted from a local !t to the emission pro!les calculated with 
DEGAS-2 [18]. Assuming small excursions in emissivity 
with respect to the background values, we compute the "uc-
tuating part of D#,

 
! " ! # !! +"
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D
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n

T
T
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e

(6)

with the exponents # and & obtained using the toroidally aver-
aged temperature and density #Te$) and #n$).

In order to match the GPI space and time resolution, and 
the magnetic !eld line tilt of 8° respect to the toroidal angle, 
the GBS results are smoothed in time and space. The !nite 
resolution is simulated with a simple moving average !lter 
over a 3#&#3#mm extension, while the !nite bandwidth of the 
digitized signal f# =# 0.4# MHz is simulated by averaging the 
simulation data over 2.5#µs. An additional poloidal smoothing 
over 8#mm is used to take into account the !eld line tilt due 
to the safety factor. The GBS turbulent properties are calcu-
lated using 2D data output with a sampling frequency of about 
5#MHz–1000 time snapshots spanning#"1#ms are averaged for 
each simulated case.

The in"uence of this time and spatial smoothing is dem-
onstrated in !gure# 1. From left to right, we display den-
sity "uctuations !n/n# =# (n# $# #n$))/#n$), !D#/D# without 
smoothing, !D#/D# with smoothing due to photodiode time 
and spatial resolution (3#&#3#mm#+2.5#µs), and !D#/D# with 
full smoothing, i.e. diode plus 8# mm vertical smoothing 
from the !eld line tilt. Pannels 2 and 3 are smoothed in time, 
but the time averaging window is short enough to give the 
appearance of an instantaneous snapshot. The !D#/D# "uc-
tuations are in fact very similar to the density "uctuations up 
to a small enhancement due to adding the temperature "uc-
tuations and the values of # and &. The Te "uctuations are 
very well correlated with the n "uctuations and have a similar 
magnitude. However, as smoothing is applied, the "uctuation 
level is progressively decreased, in particular, at small spa-
tial scales. Note that the poloidal extension of the plots is 
2- a#%#1.25#m. From this !gure, it can be estimates that the 
typical turbulent structures have radial and poloidal lengths 
of the order of a cm.

The effects of smoothing can be observed, additionally, in 
the poloidal wave number (kpol) spectrum of the "uctuations. 
The successive application of smoothing results in a sharp 
cut-off at the wave number that corresponds to the poloidal 
spatial !lter width, kpol#%#125#m$1. As a result, the slope of 
the power law decay of the spectral amplitude is substantially 
increased—this phenomenon was also observed in the pre-
vious GEMR simulations [9]. The correlation lengths are also 
increased by the smoothing, while the correlation time, on the 

Figure 1. Poloidal cross section#of the simulated C-Mod SOL show the effects of GPI !nite resolution and tilt respect to the magnetic !eld 
lines on the turbulent "uctuations. Left to right: !n/n, !D#/D# (no smoothing), !D#/D# with smoothing due to GPI resolution, and !D#/D# 
with full smoothing due to GPI resolution and magnetic !eld line tilt.
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other hand, is not affected as much. From here onwards, we 
discuss the results obtained from the simulated !D#/D# with 
the all the smoothing applied.

4.3. Statistical moments of !D#/D#

We are interested in studying quantities such as the root-mean-
square (RMS) "uctuation level, as well as the skewness, and 
the kurtosis of the probability distribution function (PDF) of 
the "uctuations. These, in turn, allow us to quantify the inten-
sity of the "uctuations and their nature, in particular, the pres-
ence of large amplitude intermittent transport events (blobs). 
Using 3D data output from GBS, we have reconstructed the 
!D#/D# PDF and extracted its moments as a function of radius, 
as shown in on the left pannel of !gure#2. GBS simulations 
show radially increasing "uctuation level, skewness, and kur-
tosis, with the "uctuations being weakest and more Gaussian 
near the LCFS. The far SOL appears to be dominated by tran-
sient transport events with large amplitude.

A comparison between GBS and Alcator C-Mod data 
is shown on the right pannel of !gure#2. Here, we plot the 
moments obtained from GBS, averaged for r# $# r0# ># 2# cm, 
where the radial pro!les of the moments are relatively "at. 
Superimposed are the measurements published in [9], dem-
onstrating good agreement between simulations and experi-
ment. The relative "uctuation levels, skewness, and kurtosis 
calculated in GBS appear to reproduce experimental meas-
urements essentially within the error bars. (Here, the error 
bars re"ect shot to shot variation, and they are obtained by 
grouping all the discharges with the same B). We note that the 

"uctuation level !D#/D##"#0.3, the skewness#"1, and the kur-
tosis#"2 are similar to the values found in the past in 2D "ux 
driven simulations using the TOKAM2D, ESEL, and SOLT 
codes [3, 5, 6, 28].

4.4. Spatial and temporal characterization of the C-Mod SOL 
turbulent structures and Their propagation

The turbulence is characterized by analyzing time traces of 
neighboring sensors separated by a radial or poloidal distance 
! (of a few mm’s), determined by the spacing of the GPI sen-
sors. The quantities of interest are the radial and poloidal cor-
relation lengths Lrad and Lpol; the auto correlation time +auto; 
and the radial and poloidal turbulent velocities vrad and vpol. 
They are computed following the same procedure as in [9] and 
they are de!ned as follows:

 
!=

!
L

C
1.66

ln ij
(7)

 ! =C ( )
1
2

ii auto (8)

 
!
"

= !v
v

(9)

where Cij is the zero-time-delay cross correlation function 
between two neighboring sensors. The velocity involves +v, 
which is the time delay that maximizes the cross-correlation 
between two neighboring sensors. Note here that the auto 

Figure 2. Left: Statistical moments of !D#/D# in GBS simulations for cases with B#=#2.7#T and 3.8#T, low and high density cases. Right: 
Comparison of !D#/D# statistical moments obtained from GBS data with the results published in [9]. The comparison is carried out using 
GBS data from r#$#r0#>#2#cm, where the simulated moment pro!les become relatively "at.
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correlation time is de!ned using the half-width of the half-
maximum of the correlation function, while the correlation 
length involves the full-width of the half-maximum.

In order to obtain improved statistics, we consider the 
entire low-!eld-side region at r#$#r0#>#2#cm, and the turbulent 
properties are computed as a radial and poloidal average. It 
was checked that there is little radial variation in the simulated 
correlations.

First, we examine the auto correlation times, which are dis-
played on the top pannel of !gure#3. The GBS simulations 
underestimate the correlation times signi!cantly for all the 
cases studied. This phenomenon was also observed in GEMR 
simulations and it remains unexplained. The radial and poloidal 
correlation lengths, on the other hand, show good agreement, 
with Lrad#"#Lpol#%#1.5#cm in both experiment and simulations, 
regardless of magnetic !eld or density. The mode width is a 
very robust feature within GBS simulations, and changes little 
at experimentally relevant parameters. The radial correlation 
lengths obtained in GBS are slightly overestimated, but near 
the error bars indicating shot to shot variations.

The radial and poloidal turbulent propagation velocities are 
shown in !gure#4. The radial speeds are close to 1#km# s$1, 
which is roughly consistent with blob propagation speeds—
these speeds can vary within an order of magnitude depending 
on the experiment. Since blobs are propelled by turbulence-
driven dipole electric !elds, the magnitude of vrad is in fact 
indicating that the poloidal mode structure is correctly cap-
tured. The poloidal velocity, on the other hand is overes-
timated in 3 out of 4 cases. The synthetic GPI vpol pro!les 
are essentially "at in the far SOL. A possible cause for the 

disagreement could be the steepness of the , pro!le, which is 
closely coupled to Te through the electron adiabaticity condi-
tion and sheath physics [26].

As a check, we have computed the blob velocity expected 
from standard blob theory (e.g. [29]), using Lrad as the blob 
size. This implies the assumption that the turbulent struc-
tures detected are indeed blobs, which cannot be guaran-
teed without pattern recognition software. The reference 
blob size is ! !* = !( )( )L L R4 / 7c s s

2 1/5
# mm, while the ref-

erence blob velocity is !* = !( )v L R c2 / 6c s s
2 3 –8# km# s$1 

!=L qR( 2c  is the connection length). Therefore, blobs 
have Lrad/L*# %# 2, i.e. they are in the sheath-dissipative 
regime where parallel currents damp radial propagation. 
The blob velocity expected from the analytical theory is 

~ * * + * !v v L L L L/ / (1 2 ( / ) ) 0.7rad rad
5/2 –1.6# km# s$1, 

which is in good agreement with vrad as shown in !gure#4.

4.5. Wave number and frequency spectra of the "uctuations

The "uctuation power spectrum as a function of the poloidal 
wave number for two cases (B#=#2.7#T, low n and B#=#3.8#T, 
high n) are shown on the top panels of !gure#5. The "uctua-
tion levels have been re-scaled at the lowest kpol available for 
the GPI data. Both spectra are obtained from Fourier trans-
forms. Good agreement is found between the spectra at low 
wave numbers, where the "uctuations are most intense. Both 
experiment and simulations show a peak in the "uctuations at 
roughly kpol#%#100#m$1, which matches the poloidal correla-
tion length Lpol#%#1#cm. In normalized units, this corresponds 
to roughly 10"s, which is the typical dominant kpol found for 
a wide range of parameters. As noted before, there is a sharp 
cut-off in the GBS !D#/D# spatially smoothed spectrum at 
around kpol# %# 125# m$1 due to the 8# mm vertical smoothing 
applied to simulated the !eld line tilt. The unsmoothed data 
shows a similar power law decay slope at high k compared 
to the C-Mod GPI. It is possible that the spatial smoothing 
applied to the synthetic GPI data is excessive.

The "uctuation power as a function of the frequency is shown 
just below, on the bottom pannels of !gure# 5, for the same 
cases. The "uctuation levels are renormalized at the lowest fre-
quency available for the GBS simulations (" 1#kHz) which is 
given by the total length of the simulations. Spectra for modes 
with positive and negative propagation velocities as measured 
by the GPI are shown. For the GBS data, the#+k and#$k spectra 
refer to the positive and negative frequencies obtained from the 
Fourier transform. The most salient feature here is the power 
law decay of the "uctuation power with the frequency, which 
is very well described by the GBS simulations.

Finally, it is noted that there is overall little variation in 
both kpol and f spectra across the radius in the GBS simula-
tions. For this comparison we have taken a radial average 
around 2#±#0.2#cm.

5. Summary and conclusions

We have carried out a quantitative comparison between 
GBS, a drift-Braginskii turbulence code, and GPI turbulence 

Figure 3. Comparison of the autocorrelation time +auto, and radial 
and poloidal correlation lengths Lrad and Lpol (top, center, and 
bottom, respectively).
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measurements in the Alcator C-Mod SOL. In contrast to our 
previous simulation work [12–15], which concentrated on 
building a predictive theory of the SOL width, this valida-
tion exercise provides a more comprehensive view of SOL 
turbulent processes. The comparison results show good 
agreement in almost all the observables considered, indi-
cating that far SOL turbulence is well described in GBS 
simulations. This outcome further increases our con!dence 

in the use of 3D "ux-driven codes to model SOL turbulent 
dynamics.

The quantities analyzed in the comparison are statistical 
moments of the PDF; the correlation lengths, auto correla-
tion time, and propagation velocities; and the wave number 
and frequency spectral powers. The comparison was carried 
out by converting GBS primitive variables, n and Te, into D# 
"uctuations with a simple parametrization of the emissivity. 

Figure 5. Comparison of the wavenumber (top) and frequency (bottom) spectra for the B#=#2.7#T low n case (left) and for the B#=#3.8#T 
high n case (right). The power spectra are renormalized where indicated by the arrows. The features at around 200#kHz are due to detector 
pickup and not features of the plasma.
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Generally, the "uctuating component !D#/D# is quite similar 
to !p/p. Poloidal, radial, and time smoothing are then applied 
on the synthetic !D#/D# data in order to simulate the !nite 
spatial and temporal resolution of the GPI diagnostic.

First, GBS simulations resulted in reasonable time aver-
aged pro!les, which in fact enables a meaningful comparison. 
Very good agreement is found for the simulated statistical 
moments, which are within the experimental error bars rep-
resenting shot to shot variation. The main quantitative differ-
ence between these simulations and a previous publication 
[9] appears to be a normalized D# "uctuation level of roughly 
25–35% with GBS compared to 5–15% with GEMR.

The simulated correlation lengths and the propagation 
velocities are also in reasonable agreement with experiment, 
yielding L# "# 1# cm and v# "# 1# km# s$1, except for vpol which 
was signi!cantly overestimated by GBS. The auto correla-
tion times, on the other hand, are underestimated in the GBS 
simulations by a factor of 2. The wave number and frequency 
spectra also show good agreement, in particular, the kpol spectra 
peak at kpol#%#1#cm$1 and they have the same shape below the 
cut off due to GPI resolution smoothing. The frequency spectra 
show very similar power law decay from f#=#10#kHz onwards.

Given the strongly skewed PDF found in the far SOL of 
the GBS simulations, it appears that a sizable fraction of the 
radial transport found is due to intermittent events. Indeed, as 
a check, we have computed the expected blob velocity stem-
ming from blobs with size Lrad. The result is compatible with 
the radial velocities extracted from the two point correlations. 
Additionally, it must be mentioned that there is altogether little 
case-to-case variation in the pro!les or the PDFs. Altogether, 
the simulation results and the experimental measurements are 
consistent with the paradigms of universality and self-organi-
zation for SOL turbulence (e.g. [30]).

Finally, we stress that this initial validation exercise will 
be expanded, on one hand, by using a more advanced model 
including ion temperature dynamics and plasma shaping [20, 
31], and on the other hand, by comparing GBS against new 
experimental data from C-Mod’s 2014 campaign. The new 
experimental series will include other advanced diagnostics, 
such as the mirror Langmuir probe and CXRS-GPI measure-
ments of Ti. A three-way comparison between mirror probe, 
GPI, and GBS data will allow for a more exhaustive quanti!-
cation of the turbulent dynamics and pro!le formation in the 
near and far SOL.
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